
Calling Attention to a Cause

 In his ads my friend, Joseph Laughter, showcases folks in the community who shop at his 
clothing store and find items that are stylish and up to date and that enhance their image.  We’re 
talking about people who are well put together and who know just what they need to keep 
themselves on the stylish edge.  But why do those customers allow themselves to be in an ad?  I 
think it’s because they want us to know that they liked the service, they liked the way they were 
treated and  they liked the product.
 You all know that when we’re talking about the cutting edge of fashion, I definitely don’t 
pop into anyone’s mind.  I’m just happy that I manage to find the clean pair of jeans without the 
hole in the knee when I get dressed in the morning.  I think Joseph likes me anyway - he always 
smiles at me when we meet - at least I think it’s a smile, he’s too kind to smirk, and too well-
mannered to roll his eyes.  
 But why am I talking fashion and style, when I’m so fashion challenged?   This isn’t 
about fashion and style, but the other message in Joseph’s ads.  Those ads celebrate his 
customers, his service and his success - a lesson many nonprofits could take away from this 
discussion - except substitute volunteers for customers.
 Although many agencies do take the time to recognize volunteers and award them and 
celebrate them, there are always those who forget or who do it unevenly.  Unevenly, you ask?  
Sort of like one year there’s something called the annual volunteer recognition and it happens in 
March, then maybe the next year in November and before you know it, a year or two have gone 
by and someone wonders why you don’t have that great luncheon, or fun brunch like the old ED 
or volunteer coordinator used to have.  
 Everyone has to be appreciated.  And appreciation brings dividends  - volunteers with 
enthusiasm, volunteers that go the extra mile and volunteers who keep coming back to give more 
time, effort and, often, money.
 Volunteers are a great investment and volunteers are also great investors.  One of the 
things volunteers do best for their agency is to talk.  They talk about the time they invest; they 
talk about the people they work with; they talk about the lives they see change; they talk about 
the great professional staff they work with.   Even though confidentiality is a must with many 
agencies, volunteers find a way to let their friends know how much they respect the staff and 
admire the service provided and enjoy the fulfilling work of a volunteer.  Talk.  That’s what it’s 
all about.
 You want social media?  There’s nothing more social then a good volunteer telling 
several friends at a social gathering about the latest good news from the world of volunteering.  
And the lucky agency who has this volunteer all ginned up (and I mean that in a good way) gains  



a few more folks who have it on good (read happy volunteer) authority about the great work 
being done;  a few more folks who have a reason to open your Annual appeal or your Christmas 
appeal, or your monthly newsletter and know that your plea for funds or the report of your 
successful work is true, sincere and, hopefully, should be supported with a check - a check to 
quietly honor a friend.  
 When someone sends a check in response to a nonprofit appeal, inspired by a friend who 
is a volunteer - it’s like going to Joseph Laughter’s store because you saw his ad or heard one of 
his customers talk about his service, his product and his success.
 That kind of loyalty in volunteers - and customers - you can take to the bank.
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